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ed and desolate, and with barren years
and empty hands, whispers of vice with
secret envy. 'It is happy Vice, weary of
its roses and raptures, cheated of the
shadow it has pursued through a life
time says of Virtue. 'It has sacrificed
and it is happy. Both of them lie. and
it is rather pitiful. It is only
a chimera. There is left to us only to
live like men and to die like men: to
have our chance, and to run our course.
The rest is silence.

If my "cynicism is the result of
"boy's fancies." is not the pessimism
voiced above the sad conclusions of a
mature and thoughtful mind? Do not
you say, in far stronger and more im-

pressive words than I could hope to ex-

press it that "all is vanity. and that
after all "is silence? If my conclusions
are to be laughed away as childish and
silly, "the result of too much Kenan and
Voltaire. can your own words be as
easily disposed of? When you see vir-

tue and vice suffering, and suffering to-

gether; when you see happiness only a
chimera, and after this chimera silence:
when you see that through all the count
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Why should protestants be frighten-
ed? Why should spiritual love

things spiritual be conundrum?
What is A man to be

at the thought
Alas, no! is man who faces
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Alas, in this liberal man
of thought should so misconceive the
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